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EXCLUSIVE: Natural News releases post-
vaccine clot ICP-MS elemental analysis
results, comparing clots to human blood …
findings reveal these clots are NOT “blood”
clots
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(Natural News) We are now releasing ICP-
MS lab test results that compare the
elemental composition of human blood to the
elemental composition of a clot sample taken
from the body of a person who received a
covid vaccination and then subsequently
died. This clot was provided by embalmer
Richard Hirschman, and these clots are being
widely reported in the bodies of people who
have “died suddenly” in the weeks or months
after receiving one or more covid vaccinations.

According to rigorous analysis based on excess death data — summarized nicely by
Steve Kirsh at Substack — there are currently around 10,000 people dying each day from
covid vaccines. Anywhere from 5 to 12 million fatalities have likely occurred worldwide so
far, and with these self-assembling clots continuing to gain size and mass inside the
bodies of those who have received the mRNA experimental medicine injections, it is
certain that many people who have not yet died from the vaccines will experience death in
the coming months and years.

Kirsch has roughly estimated that 1 person is currently dead for every 1,000 doses of
covid vaccines that are administered. This number will almost certainly increase with time,
as the clots that are causing so much death appear to be continuing to “grow” (self-
assemble) inside the blood vessels and arteries of vaccine victims. Thus, the final toll of
covid vaccines will only be experienced over a period of several years and could be orders
of magnitude higher, potentially 1 in 100 or even 1 in 10, although we will have to watch
excess deaths carefully over the next several years to know where this post-vaccine death
phenomenon levels out.

So far, over 12 billion covid vaccine doses have been administered worldwide. Over 600
million doses have been administered in the United States, and Kirsch estimates that
600,000 Americans have likely already been killed by covid vaccines in the USA alone.
(That’s about 12 times higher than the total casualties of US soldiers in the Vietnam War,
for comparison.)

Here’s a photo that I took of one of these clots, under a lab microscope:

Pursuing the mystery of the post-vaccine clots

Dr. Jane Ruby has been one of the researchers at the forefront of attempting to determine
the composition of these clots as well as their mechanism of action in causing fatalities in
victims. Dr. Ruby connected us with Hirschman and helped arrange for the clot samples
which we have tested via ICP-MS in our ISO-accredited, 17025 approved laboratory which
specializes in food and water analysis.

In full disclosure, our laboratory is accredited, audited, inspected and validated for ICP-MS
testing in food and water samples, as well as other areas such as cannabinoid
quantitation analysis in hemp extract samples. However, the accreditation scope of our lab
does not specifically encompass human biological samples, as we do not offer such
testing to the public. Nevertheless, we routinely test dog food and cat food samples which
are, of course, composed of animal flesh and ground blood vessels, meat tissue, cartilage
and other animal-derived biological structures, and we are using the exact same sample
preparation, digestion, analysis and reporting methods for post-vaccine clot samples. We
also routinely test beef, poultry, fish and other meat samples. Thus, we are highly
confident in the accuracy of these results. Furthermore, we did not see any failures during
the sample prep process. The entire clot was dissolved in nitric acid, meaning its elements
went into solution and were able to be analyzed via ICP-MS.

Here’s a photo of some of the clots found in the body of the deceased:

These ICP-MS tests were conducted on June 23 of this year. We have delayed public
release of the results in order to allow time to share these numbers with colleagues and to
invite feedback from others. These PDFs have also been shared privately with Dr. Jane
Ruby and others. No one with expertise in this field has indicated any apparent problems
or concerns about this analysis. If anything, the ICP-MS analysis is rather straightforward:
Samples are “digested” into nitric acid, this acid is nebulized into a liquid stream which
goes through a plasma torch, gets ionized and then directed through a quadrupole
assembly that sorts the elements by their mass-to-charge ratios. Each individual element
is scanned and counted on a PMT (Photo Multiplier Tube) which translates individual
elements into electrical current that can be accurately counted. These results are mapped
against external standards which are NIST traceable to provide very accurate calibration
curves, which means the quantitation data are extremely reliable.

We used 0.4528 grams of the clot as the sample mass in this case:

For a primer on ICP-MS and why it is so accurate, see this NIH article.

 

ICP-MS analysis results reveal that these clots are not
made of blood – they are not “blood clots”

Although we intend to conduct more tests on clots and blood samples, the data we see so
far make it clear that these clots are not “blood clots.” They are not simply made of
congealed blood.

How do we know this? Because the elemental ratios and densities are vastly different.
Consider the following comparison chart, based on our ICP-MS results (see full results
below), and notice the stark differences between the elemental concentrations in blood vs.
clot among nutritive “marker” elements such as iron and magnesium:

Element Blood Results Clot Results

Mg (magnesium) 35 ppm 1.7 ppm

K (potassium) 1893 ppm 12.5 ppm

Fe (iron) 462 ppm 20.6 ppm

Zn (zinc) 7.9 ppm 2.4 ppm

Cl (chlorine) 930,000 ppm 290,000 ppm

P (phosphorous) 1130 ppm 4900 ppm

As you can see, the post-vaccine clot sample only contains 4.4% of the iron that would
be seen in human blood. This alone is confirmation that this clots is not a “blood clot.” In
addition, note the near-total lack of potassium (K) in the clot sample. The clot contains
less than 0.6% of the potassium as human blood. It’s a similar story with magnesium, too.

Several electrically conductive elements were higher in
the clot

In addition to the nutritive elements shown above, we noticed a peculiar pattern among
electrically conductive elements such as sodium (Na), aluminum (Al) and tin (Sn). For the
following table, please note that the tin and sodium results come from a separate
“semiquant” report which is less accurate than the “fullquant” analysis used for all the
other elements shown here. In essence, the semiquant numbers are accurate in terms of
relative concentrations from one sample to the next, but they are not compared to
calibrated external samples, so the actual (absolute) concentration reported does not have
the confidence interval of the fullquant results:

Element Blood Results Clot Results

Na (sodium) 1050 ppm* 1500 ppm*

Sn (tin) 163 ppb* 942 ppb*

Al (aluminum) 1.3 ppm 1.6 ppm

* = SemiQuant results, not FullQuant

With sodium being nearly 50% higher in the clot, and tin showing an increase of 588%, we
can only conclude that the self-assembling clot is, in effect, “harvesting” or
concentrating certain elements from circulating blood as clot assembly is taking
place. It is noteworthy that many of these elements are conductive. Aluminum, for
example, is the most common alternative to copper for use in electrical wiring. Sodium is
an alkali metal that is highly conductive, and tin is used as the primary component in
solder alloys used to manufacture or repair circuit boards.

You can see the numbers on elemental conductivity at this electrical conductivity reference
table from Angstrom Sciences.

One conclusion is inescapable: The clot is almost entirely lacking key marker
elements that would be present in human blood (such as iron and potassium) yet
shows significantly higher concentrations of elements that are used in electronics
and circuitry.

We invite the reader to draw your own conclusion of the explanation behind that, merely
noting that the patents of Dr. Charles Lieber may be of special interest.

This analysis, notably, does not answer any question of whether these clots are “alive” or
dead (like hair and nails). My own professional opinion is that these clots are not living
structures. They appear to be self-assembling dead biostructures, from what we can see
so far. But that’s just an initial assessment and may change with additional observations or
findings. Prions, for example, are self-assembling but non-living biostructures too. They
are essentially mis-folded proteins that spread throughout the brain (or other regions),
causing morphological alterations that nullify both the normal structure and function of
neurological cells. Something does not have to be alive in order to be self-assembling.
Even viruses, as described by traditional virology, are dead structures which are
nevertheless self-assembling and can “grow” in size and mass in terms of their aggregate
population.

The following microscopy picture, taken at our lab at around 1500 x magnification, shows
what appears to be a repeating structure on a wire-looking protrusion from one of these
clots. In case you were wondering, is not a human hair. It is connected to the clot:

 

See the ICP-MS results for yourself

For those not familiar with the units being reported here:

ppb = parts per billion
ppm = parts per million
1,000 ppb = 1 ppm (because the metric system)

The units used by the instrument are mass over volume (m/v) and the “mass” is
technically mass-to-charge ratio (m/z).

Here’s a screen shot of a section from the PDF report of the ICP-MS results for live human
blood:

You can also download the full PDF document for the blood analysis here.

And here’s the screen shot of the results from the clot analysis, showing ICP-MS analysis
for the post-vaccine clot:
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Finally, you can download the full PDF document of the ICP-MS analysis for the clot here.

Share these results and keep asking questions… more
analysis yet to come

Feel free to share these results, incorporate them into your own videos or podcasts, and
offer your own explanations for what might explain this apparent anomaly. Please give
credit to NaturalNews.com as the source, as we conducted this exclusive analysis in
order to help resolve the mystery of these clots that seem to be killing a large number of
people.

We welcome any feedback on these results, including corrections if any errors are found.

We also encourage other labs to replicate these tests for yourself and publicly publish
your findings as we have done here.

More analysis results are coming shortly, including additional microscopy images.

Join the Natural News email newsletter (free) to be alerted via email as we announce and
release new lab science findings.
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Kat in the Hat • 5 hours ago

• Reply •
What labs can be run to determine if someone has the clots? Ultrasound, CT scan?
△ ▽

EndTyrannyNow • 3 days ago

• Reply •

Slow loading or sometimes (perhaps) disappearing text or graphics or ads is causing
the text to jump around so much that it’s almost impossible to read.
△ ▽

OccasionalScienceCat • 3 days ago

• Reply •

Maybe I read this too quickly, but, while it's a terrific idea, I dislike the study design.
It does not appear to be comparing apples to apples in any meaningful way.

A blood clot cannot be compared to whole blood. An embalmed blood clot
absolutely cannot be compared to whole blood, but I have to assume that these
were taken prior to the embalming process. (That said, while this seems like a
rudimentary assumption, I've learned by now that any assumption can be
dangerous.)

We are also not told where the whole blood sample came from. I would assume that
it is from an "unvaxxed" donor (perhaps the author?) but cannot for the life of me
find that in the article. Thus, I have to assume that we are comparing a clot from a
deceased vaxxed person to whole blood from an unvaxxed person. Again, not
apples to apples.

I'd really like to see a direct comparison of:

Analysis of whole blood of a vaxxed person versus whole blood of an unvaxxed
person, including heavy metals and in particular trace metals (rare earth metals,
perhaps?) and;

ICP-MS analysis of a clot from a vaxxed person/cadaver versus a clot from an
unvaxxed person or cadaver.
 2△ ▽

TomKi • 5 days ago

• Reply •

Aren't you doing time-lapse photography and motion pictures of these clots in
culture mediums? That would be marvelous.
△ ▽

Nicola Palmi • 7 days ago

• Reply •

Ahahahh, shit for fools, devoid of any scientific methodology, peer-reviewed checks,
and accompanied by coarse and amateur photographs. Great job, to sell a few more
million copies of low-level bestsellers and make a ton of dollars
△  ▽ 2

Eva • 7 days ago

• Reply •

ICP-MS is great to determine Elemental analysis (specially for metal ions and other
inorganic atoms). But those structures are most likely organic in nature (carbon
chemistry). Why not try to perform mass spectrometry and GC or HPLC to try to
understand more of its nature. They look like polymers.
△ ▽

Eva • 7 days ago

• Reply •

ICP-MS is great to determine Elemental analysis (specially for metal ions and other
inorganic atoms). But those structures are most likely organic in nature (carbon
chemistry). Why not try to perform mass spectrometry and GC or HPLC to try to
understand more of its nature. They look like polymers.
△ ▽

rnews • 8 days ago

• Reply •

Mike, being part snake venom, it made me think of new skin/shedding skin of
snake- just growing and growing- which isn't that high in phosphorus and
hyperkeratosis? I know purpose of phosphorus is to build and maintain bones and
teeth, and role in the formation of DNA and RNA .
 1△ ▽

lavista4u  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> rnews

Actually, Phosphorous is the central element of human body, it is in DNA,
RNA as well as 1000+other functions of human body
 1△ ▽

Jeff Sif • 8 days ago

• Reply •

Ferritin is a macromolecule and is responsible for the long term iron storage function
in human serum and plasma. Recent studies have highlighted the role of cell phone
exposure on central nervous system, immune function and reproduction.

Emf destroys your Ferritin
△ ▽

Jeff Sif • 8 days ago

• Reply •

Ferritin is a macromolecule and is responsible for the long term iron storage function
in human serum and plasma. Recent studies have highlighted the role of cell phone
exposure on central nervous system, immune function and reproduction.

Emf destroys your Ferritin
S.A.R(specific absorbtion rate (emf))S - COVID -5G
△ ▽

Number Six • 9 days ago

• Reply •

Mike Adams, you've done excellent work with this report. Two thoughts: As you are
in possession of these clots, have you tried testing them (via cell phone) to see if
they emit Bluetooth MAC addresses, as others claim? Also, have you tried running
them under an RFID scanner, to see if they can store or transmit information?
 4△ ▽

KWICHRBICHN ! • 9 days ago

• Reply •

Just a thought = all this makes me think of that mysterious morgellons disease with
the different colored fibers growing out of people's skin years back
 7△ ▽

LindaRivera  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> KWICHRBICHN !

I read that this is still happening to people. They have support organizations.
 1△ ▽

elheffe • 9 days ago

• Reply •

I would like to see this repeated in clots from different people. It may create a better
understanding of what is happening. Medical info on the people the clots came from
may help. Excellent work.
 3△ ▽

PAUL W SWANTON  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> elheffe

Could also do with a control...run regular blood clots, see if there's a
difference.
△ ▽

Dave Lebowitz • 9 days ago

• Reply •
Does anyone know what "ICP-MS" means?
△  ▽ 1

Fred  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Dave Lebowitz

Copy/paste search will give you this:
Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
Don't be so lazy.
 2△ ▽

Dave Lebowitz  • 7 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Fred

The one who should not be lazy is the author of the article. To use
abbreviations that are not common knowledge without indicating what
they mean is poor writing.
 1△  ▽ 1

Ça Marche • 9 days ago

• Reply •

I can see a convergence here. Would be interesting to see an experiment conducted
where elements found, no so much in quantity, more in ratio to each other, where
Na, Al, Sn, are subjected to 5GHz spectrum shifts. Of particular interest, 26GHz to
30GHz (blood plasma affected), and 60GHz (oxygen atom gets severely affected).
Distances of <1M (bluetooth level mV, cell ph. usage), 10, 30, 100 metres. If you find
these external influences triggering the coagulation of these an other elements
already present in humans, we may have hit the jackpot. It is too much of a
coincidence the concentration of "vaccine" deaths to, not just 5G zones, but areas
of high wi-fi and microwave exposure.
 4△ ▽

Lachesis • 9 days ago

• Reply •

Why wasn't this in bold print?:
"In full disclosure, our laboratory is accredited, audited, inspected and validated for
ICP-MS testing in food and water samples, as well as other areas such as
cannabinoid quantitation analysis in hemp extract samples. However, the
accreditation scope of our lab does not specifically encompass human biological
samples, as we do not offer such testing to the public. Nevertheless, we routinely
test dog food and cat food samples which are, of course, composed of animal flesh
and ground blood vessels, meat tissue, cartilage and other animal-derived biological
structures, and we are using the exact same sample preparation, digestion, analysis
and reporting methods for post-vaccine clot samples".

These samples must submitted to reputable diagnostic laboratories specifically
geared towards such testing. The results must be analyzed by actual medical
clinicians and explained. Until then, this is click bait.
 1△  ▽ 6

Jason Calley  • 8 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Lachesis

"These samples must submitted to reputable diagnostic laboratories
specifically geared towards such testing."

You do realize, I hope, that this test gives elemental results, don't you?
Inasmuch as this lab is "accredited, audited, inspected and validated for ICP-
MS testing", can you give even one plausible reason why a lab specifically
geared for human sample testing would give differing results?

Your objection is like arguing that someone needs one tape measure for
measuring wood, and a completely different tape measure for cardboard.
 1△  ▽ 1

MrsD  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Lachesis

If you find a reputable diagnostic laboratories specifically geared towards
such testing willing to do the analysis, I'm sure Mike will be happy to
compare notes. Until then, this is the best that we have.
 2△ ▽

Tuco Benedicto Pacifico......  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Lachesis

Oh ye of little faith.
△ ▽

Dave Lebowitz  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Lachesis

I saw it without the bold print.
 1△ ▽

Anon • 10 days ago

• Reply •

We find it very sketchy that no one tested for calcium and no one can perceive that
this is a matrix of fibrin plus that stuff. Again, we need to read those papers now. I'll
stop commenting and do that now.
 1△ ▽

John  • 9 days ago> Anon

Why? If her tested for the entire periodic table and left off calcium why does it
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• Reply •

Why? If her tested for the entire periodic table and left off calcium why does it
matter? Be succinct? He did not list any sulfur either but that is prob. due to
the method of testing. He also did not have the ability to break down and
catalog any proteins structures. He did not measure electromagnetic charge
or and rf energy coming off it. Get over what is missing and focus on what is
present and confirmed.
△ ▽

Anon • 10 days ago

• Reply •

OK, so there is higher Al, Ni, As, Mo vs blood. All other values lower than normal. 
As is arsenic. Mo is molybdenum, which is necessary and nontoxic at normal levels.
I don't know if it is toxic at high levels or why that would be higher. I'd read up on the
nano graphene-based tissue scaffolding technologies.
△ ▽

Anon • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Did you not check Calcium? Why is it not here? I will bet there is a lot of calcium in
this.
△ ▽

Anon • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Clearly it's pulling phosphorus to build scaffolding, which is what this tech was
designed as tissue scaffolding, if this is correct. Again, we have to verify. But how
can you not see the phosphorus is 4X blood. OK? So it's pulling phosphorus for
scaffolding and then conductive materials, similar to our fascia. The great Qi masters
tell us fascia is a qi transporter, it conducts qi.
△ ▽

Anon • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Arianna Love and Robert Young have reported on these being artificial blood
vessels, and they were likely built by the graphene-based nanotech that is the SOLE
ingredient along with the LNP-hydrogel of the jab. There is no spike, no mRNA. And
we can now confirm this. Look on Arianna's blog. There is a post about it and links
to the papers showing these things are like the artificial blood vessels. This is the
essence of the synthetic weapon they unleashed on us. Graphene oxide shot can
destroy in so many ways. It will causing clotting and mess up your fields and cut up
your capillaries. It can also self-assemble we think.

This appears to be what they were aiming for -- gum up the works from the inside.

Again, NO biological materials are in this so it is not a bioweapon technically and we
need to stop using this. All synth GMO bio. Dr. Poonira Wagh agrees with this
assessment as does Dr. Lee Merritt. This is big and we need to keep on this.
 3△ ▽

Alex • 10 days ago

• Reply •

I've been researching this since it started way back in August 2019 with "death" of
Kary Mullis, who strangely got pneumonia and was given "remdesivir" and put on a
ventilator...goodbye Kary, and then came slinky Bills pretend pandemic prior to
"covid's" birth and everything that followed that downward slide into the abyss
including PCR being used to to find something that doesn't exist so the elites can
manufacture the "vaccines" to silently euthanize humanity from a fictitious illness,
remember this the worlds richest people make on 1% of the total population of this
earth we are the other 99%....
 5△ ▽

lavista4u  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Alex

Kary Mullis Faked his death just like Epstein, Did you watch his past
interviews, he is the guy who promoted fake HIV pandemic too. HIV like
COVID has never ever been isolated, HIV does not even exist, google steven
lanka PHD who dissect every western science scam
△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

Jennifer Stafford Hall  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Guest

A team of doctors, scientists at a large hospital in Europe, last year, tested
the nasal swabs, they found they contained ethylene oxide and darpa gel and
graphene, they said this matter spread up from the top of the nose to the
pineal gland killing it, they put some of this into the nervous system of a large
beetle and found it was controllable via remote radio control, it had become a
bio robot...They said this has happened to all who had the tests, and they
found this in the ventilators, and said the patient put on one would breath jn
this substance and find it difficult to breath, and would eventually stop
breathing...they said it was mass genocide.......This week a post on
Telegram,showing the head of the CCP giving a speech, talk, to a large room
full of people, he said that the vax was made to bring America down, that
their military and the elites taking the vax they will die, he also said, we will
have no further use for the ones who helped push this around the world, he
said all those who are vaxed are chipped, and all their information is in
Cloud....he said that they do have the cure,reversal, for covid vaccine, but it
is not for the vaxed, who will die, but for the non vaxed who have been
contaminated from the vax, it transmits to others......
 2△ ▽

ClydeDale  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Jennifer Stafford Hall

You know, rather than word salad, an actual link would be helpful.
△ ▽

thunderbirdrose  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Jennifer Stafford Hall

can you tell me what the point of them giving a cure to the unvaxxed
would be when they want us all dead?
△ ▽

R K  • 9 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> thunderbirdrose

Probably because THEY, the 1%, are unjabbed. But if it is a
transmitting "vaccine" they are as susceptible to it as are the
hated antivaxxers. So we won't get the antivenom, but THEY
will.
△ ▽

Anon  • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Guest

NOT DEAD MATTER. WHAT ARE YOU EVEN TALKING ABOUT DEAD
MATTER?

It;s graphene based tissue scaffolding!
 1△ ▽

Thomas Guitarman  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Guest

You just got that now , where you been? Look at the golden wire like filament
, its metallic , they are trying to wire the human up into a human 102 cyborg ,
if they somehow survive their wired to 5g A friend recently showed me how
the vaxxed are can be tracked with blue tooth signal on cell phone EVEN
after dying and buried in the ground , so the unvaxxed can be tracked by not
omiting signal, I stated this clearly in my podcasts nearly 2 years ago
 4△ ▽

Healthy Skeptic • 10 days ago

see more

• Reply •

Where is calcium on this analysis? Do not see any sign of it. Did I just miss it, or was
that not published, or maybe not even tested?

Phosphorous is shown in the article on Natural News as having gone from 1130 ppm
in blood to 4900 ppm in the "COVID bioweapon injection clot" material:

P (phosphorous) 1130 ppm 4900 ppm

Phosphorous is a major component in bone, as is calcium. Both are part of
hydroxyapatite, which is written about regarding bone repair and regeneration.

Could these "clots" actually be something like minerals for bone formation
accumulating inside the blood vessels?

This would explain the white color, too, similar to bone. There could be other
differences such as the ratios of minerals to protein matrix are not the same as in
regular bone so it might be more flexible?

Note this is not entirely new, given the role of calcium lining blood vessels and other
organs in people with atherosclerosis and other vascular calcification problems,

 3△ ▽

ClydeDale  • 9 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Healthy Skeptic

That's a good point. I don't know whether medical privacy regulations would
allow correlation with the number & size (or, at a more detailed level,
composition) of these structures, with the medical history of the deceased.

Or, for that matter, manufacturer/lot number of the COVID-1984 mRNA
injection.
△ ▽

Rocket Scientist • 10 days ago

• Reply •
Am I the only one who noticed excess rows for Cd, Hg, and Pb???
 2△ ▽

Anon  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Rocket Scientist

Nope. Why did they include this at a sensitivity they could not detect? And no
test for calcium is like, what a sham. I'd say, do not leave it Adams. DO
YOUR OWN TESTS IF YOU CAN.
△ ▽

Tuco Benedicto Pacifico......  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Anon

Oh ye of microscopic faith
△ ▽

Jennifer Stafford Hall  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Anon

This rubbery white substance is filling the veins of the vaxed, killing
them, a mortition for 30 years, says he's never seen anything like it, he
does embalming , and he is pulling these strange stringy things from
the veins, one he filmed was 3 ft long out of a man's leg, they do not
fall apart, he put some of this into 3 test tunbes, in saline, when he
went back to look two days later, they had grown...
△ ▽

Anon  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Rocket Scientist

They say 0 for Hg.
△ ▽

smoof • 10 days ago

• Reply •

I remember Mike in his early reports on this disclosing carbon and nitrogen analysis
for the structure, is there a way to update the pdfs or the report to show the carbon,
nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, and sulphur content? Those who are addicted to
Kirsch/Cole/Wolf will keep repeating it is just fibrin, if you inluded the C,N,H,O,and S
it would be easy to show that the structure is not fibrin. Fibrin only contains carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen, and oygen in a fixed ratio/amount: C5H11N3O2. Nothing else.
Blood does not have a fixed chemical composition because it is a transport medium,
not a chemical, it is a soup that changes hourly, fibrin is like a lump of potato in the
soup. If you rinse a potato and break it down, it will not have non-potato aspects
incorporated into it from floating in the soup. It will just be a chunk of potato. Same
with fibrin. Rinse it off, break it down, it will just be fibrin. Clearly the structure has
too many elements to be fibrin, even without knowing it's CHNOS make up, but
seeing these would help show whether it is organic or inorganic. Nitrogen is usually
the key, but the amount of total carbon is also indictive (diamonds are pure carbon,
as is graphene). I'm still convinced this is a hyrogel. You don't need a doctor, or a
biologist, or a geneticist, you need a chemist, preferably one who knows a lot about
hydrogels. I found an article on the hair like wire thing used in hydrogels. It's on my
phone, when I can, I will post the info on the Brighteon page for the podcast.
 1△ ▽

ClydeDale • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> smoof 

Has anyone bothered to do an entire battery of analytic tests on these
structures, to include crystallography?
...or even gross stoichiometry, to aid in figuring out the bulk composition
(what are the error bars on the % of each element reported; and have they
tried running (say) a comparison using S1/S2 spike protein from different
injections?
△ ▽

Marty • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> smoof 

If this is fibrin, the elements reported are not unexpected. The elements are in
trace amounts reported in parts per billion. Given that the clot formed in a
blood vessel, it would not be unexpected to find elements from the "soup"
incorporated into the matrix.
 2△ ▽

Anon  • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Marty

It's FIBRIN PLUS. Not hard to get your head around it. FIbrin will still
be there. It's not ONE thing. DUH.
△ ▽

Marty  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Anon

I thought you said it was a hydrogel? Whatever.
 1△ ▽

R HARRISON • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Our Blood is 93% Chlorine? 930,000 parts per million is 93%. Was that supposed to
be 930,000 parts per Billion?
 1△  ▽ 1

Anon  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> R HARRISON

Chlorine is not on the list.
△ ▽

Rant • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Very intro, are they kiling off the Americans ?? As to say people that have lived here
for some time ? Because the border crash everyone is let in and no vac papers
please! 600,000 Americans have likely already been killed by covid vaccines in the
USA alone. (That’s about 12 times higher than the total casualties. So all these new
commers are non vac ! MMM something to think about. Enjoy
△ ▽

FirstGarden • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

I HAVE A HUGE PROBLEM WITH THIS ARTICLE!!
And that is that I cannot express enough gratitude & appreciation for such a fime,
useful work!

10,000 THANK YOUs!! -- In sympathy for the 10.000 who die each day from this
great evil.
 3△ ▽

desertdaniel • 10 days ago

• Reply •
Again, I would draw attention to the strange assemblages called Morgellons.
 1△ ▽

Anon  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> desertdaniel

Nope, not morgellons. That's a totally different deal.
 1△ ▽

Bob • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Have you tested for magnetism or actual electrical conductivity?

Just a thought.
 2△ ▽

Karl Elshoff  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Bob

I verified the magnetism from the clot shot is real. Got a magnetic reading
from a GQ|EMF-390 meter from a the injection site of a neighbor of mine that
got the shot and then got a magnet to stick to him.
 2△ ▽

Anon  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Karl Elshoff

Thanks for being diligent and sharing. :)
 1△ ▽

Aabbea • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Ivermectin is credited with being most effective against parasites, which could
describe the spike proteins that build the fibers in the blood vessels. It looks like
taking ivermectin after the jabs could be the cure. Is that why ivermectin is being
demonized?
 4△ ▽

Sgt.Rock  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Aabbea

That is still a big g pharma chemical compound.
The only difference between medicine and poison is dosage.
 3△  ▽ 1

Loricory • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

when i saw you mention dr. lieber's name, i got physically sick. I remembered I had
discovered, (easy to find through a quick name search of the justice dot gov
website) two years ago a story which popped up and quickly disappeared - reveals
his charges and arrest (and tax fraud) for collaborating with chinese nationals: "The
U.S. Attorney’s Office announced today that the Chair of Harvard University’s
Chemistry and Chemical Biology Department and two Chinese nationals have been
charged in connection with aiding the People’s Republic of China... Unbeknownst to
Harvard University, beginning in 2011, Lieber became a “Strategic Scientist” at
Wuhan University of Technology (WUT) in China and was a contractual participant in
China’s Thousand Talents Plan from in or about 2012 to 2017. ".....He was
convicted.. also revealed in the search.. o it is so ugly... i had saved these
documents for my archives thinking they will be important one day...
 4△ ▽

Anon  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Loricory

This is all fake shit. No need to be ill. Lori, Mike is a control op and he is not
right. But this data is good to look at.
 1△ ▽

ClydeDale  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Anon

Lieber's arrest (and his patents) can be independently verified.
△ ▽

Tuco Benedicto Pacifico......  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Anon

Say it a'int Soros boy
△ ▽

Aabbea • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Conductive strings that form in the blood vessels would seem to be there for an
instant extermination of everyone jabbed. The day of the great dying is ahead,
possibly using the 5G towers. 5G tower transmitters are credited with having
extreme amounts of power, supposedly to force such high frequencies through the
atmosphere.
△ ▽

sergeyng • 10 days ago

• Reply •

spike protein coded by mRNA or adenovirus DNA is known to have multiple prion
prone sequence patterns which can provoke spike protein aggregate formation.
Aggregates can absorb negatively charged aluminum phosphates by their positively
charged RBD domains. However, aluminum phosphate .is used as adjuvant,
supposedly, only in the virus DNA based wacksins.
Why not to run those clots on SDS-PAGE gel for the begining?
△ ▽

ClydeDale  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> sergeyng

Link, please, for your first sentence?
△ ▽

Peter Spencer • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Thank you for posting the detailed information and inviting comment. I checked
some of your whole blood results against expected values. 
Iron was pretty close, you got 462 ppm and 500 ppm would be a reasonable level.

Potassium is very high, you got 1893 ppm and around 170 ppm would be expected.

Chloride is extremely high, you got 930,000 ppm and about 3500 ppm would be
expected. Do you realize 930,000 ppm would mean the sample is 93% chloride?

ICP-MS is a wonderful analytical tool but the analyst must always be aware of
potential interferences. 
I wouldn’t read too much into the presence of “metallic” elements. They are almost
certainly not in the elemental state and cannot therefore function as wiring in
circuitry.
 1△ ▽

sergeyng • 10 days ago

• Reply •

spike protein produced by human cells from injected mRNA or virus DNA is known
to have multiple prion prone sequence patterns. Expression conditions in human
cells can provoke the formation of misfolded spike proteins aggregating and
absorbing negatively charged aluminum phosphate by their positively charged RBD
domains. 
However, aluminum phosphate as adjuvant supposedly used only in virus DNA
based wacksins
△ ▽

Zack Gillespie • 10 days ago

• Reply •

The documentation supporting vaccine induced blood clotting is remarkable. Great
work. However, the prefaced reference to Steven Kirsh's study does not conclude an
accurate number of related deaths.

What I mean is, the mathematical correlation between data points cannot be
determined by "dividing this number by 2" or, "dividing this number by how many
vaccines were administered". There are too many interconnected and relational
variables to consider.

Granted, 'we' know that Steven is right, but proving Steven is right is another topic
entirely. Especially if we intend to use the results for meaningful action. My intent is
not to discredit Him. Rather, it is to provoke a more thorough analysis.

Much like your research supports His findings, there needs to be a correlation
between the two. I would be willing to write an algorithm that does just that, but I
need the data. Preferably in SQL format.
 3△ ▽

lavista4u  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Zack Gillespie

We need to also count how many survived this shot, who would go onto
become the most dangerous humans on earth. They would literally be
transhuman being who would consider us Unvaxxed as useless eaters.

Do not date nor marry a vaxxed. Its extremely dangerous if he/she is Alive
after taking the shots
△ ▽

smoof  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Zack Gillespie

I almost posted this. However, I have no qualms about discrediting Kirsch...
 1△ ▽

AlphaLady777 • 10 days ago

• Reply •

"Satan is laughing." Enlightened individuals understand "Satan" is a code word for
evil humans. (Note: There are NO evil animals or plants.) Truly this is a battle
between good and evil.
 1△  ▽ 1

Sgt.Rock  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> AlphaLady777

A spiritual war indeed.
 2△ ▽

MarkO • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Thank you Mike! I appreciate the work you are doing to seek out information and
publish your findings. We know the feds lied about the virus and about the
experimental fake vaccine gene therapy drug. Thanks to you and others like you, we
are gathering information and evidences for the coming genocide trials, thanks to
the hard work expended by you and other truth seekers.
△ ▽

Karl Elshoff • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Former Pfizer employee and patent expert Karen Kingston is quoted as saying in a
28 July 2021 interview with Stew Peters after affirming graphene oxide is in the clot
shot she said, "it (graphene oxide) is the main ingredient in hydrogel which is the
liquid the AI template that’s used for some of Elon Musk’s research and Bill Gates as
far as creating an interface between humans and the internet."

By putting COVID backwards (DIVOC) into an online Hebrew-to-English translator
you get the word 'possession'. And the numbers 1 and 9 correspond to A and I as in
'artificial intelligence'.

Keep in mind when the first clot shot came out magnets were sticking to people at
the point of the injection. This was exposed in the interview on Stew Peters with Dr.
Jane Ruby on 2 July 2021. Dr. Jane Ruby tracked this magnofection reagent to a
company in Germany called Chemicell. On Chemicell's web page the disclaimer
says,"The magnofection reagents and all of its components are developed designed
intended and sold for research use only." In addition they warn, "They are not to be
used for human diagnostic or any drug intended for humans."
 5△ ▽

Lois Lane  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Karl Elshoff

Scary stuff. All by design and intentional.
 3△ ▽

Marty • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Mike, is it possible that the clots you tested are fibrin? I have read research papers
that indicate fibrinogen is converted very efficiently to fibrin by spike proteins alone
without going through the normal clotting process. Fibrin is a whitish elastic protein
which seems to match the properties of the clots you have.
 1△ ▽

Anon  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Marty

There is no spike protein but there may well be tons of fibrin. Of course it's
fibrin. Has to be or else it wouldn't be all rubbery. Has nothing to with spike.
△ ▽

smoof  • 10 days ago> Marty

It has too many elements. Fibrin has a stable chemical composition
composed of just carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen: C5H11N302.
Nothing else. Fibrin is not going to have all of the other elements listen above
within it, unlike blood, which is not a chemical and has no fixed chemistry
(though it does contain certain chemicals within it that are necessary for it to
be functional, if they aren't present, the being doesn't have very good
prospects for health and long life, though they technically may still have
blood). Blood is a composite medium. Fibrin is not congealed blood. It is a
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• Reply •

blood). Blood is a composite medium. Fibrin is not congealed blood. It is a
chemical that is sometimes in blood, but only ever made of just carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen.
△ ▽

Anon • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> smoof 

Fibrin is in it.
△ ▽

Healthy Skeptic  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Marty

Found the chemical formula for that is C5 H11 N3 O2.

It is built in part from fibrinogen which is C6 H14 O6.

Could calcium and phosphorous end up in a matrix with the fibrin?

There was no test data shown for calcium, but with phosphorous
accumulating it seems it would be good to test for calcium as that is
something that would go along with it in bone or bone-like materials.
△ ▽

Anon  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Healthy Skeptic

YES, read up on nano tissue scaffolding tech or see Arianna Love's
page.
△ ▽

Sandy P  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Marty

Please share references if you can. There would be many who are interested
to read them.
△ ▽

Rumplestiltskin • 10 days ago

• Reply •

While this science is way over my head I applaud your ethics Mike. Keep up the
good work my friend, you will discover what it truly is soon enough.
 6△ ▽

LimeGreenYeti-resist Xiden • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Thank you for this, especially writing it for what would be in my case, an uneducated
in post-high school science person, allowing it to be better understood.

Was the "wire" self assembled post injection like the clot or delivered that way?
 1△ ▽

Jaye • 10 days ago

• Reply •

La Quinta Columna has a lot of info as they were one of the first to break the news of
circuitry and nano particles. Perhaps get in touch with them.
 3△ ▽

Anon  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Jaye

He won't. He's controlled op.
△ ▽

Tuco Benedicto Pacifico......  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Anon

Projection
△ ▽

Jay Jay • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

It would be relevant to know what C19 injection they were given per clot data and
what blood type they had and see if any correlation is there for information! I
remember back maybe 10 years ago where alternate news were claiming people
with a certain blood type show "alien origins". Maybe???? Along another vein of
thought. Who's to say without blood draws before death for comparison that this
doesn't happen only after death and circulation stops?
 2△ ▽

Healthy Skeptic  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Jay Jay

Yes, I think it is important to find out if these "white clots" are happening in
living COVID bioweapons injected people.

If not, perhaps they are formed after death?

Also, I think the higher phosphorous is a clue and still do not see where
calcium is mentioned at all, yet that is an important thing to measure such as
with vascular calcification and atherosclerosis and also calcium goes along
with phosphorous in blood tissue.

Also, there has been at least one study showing that vitamin K2 improved
COVID survival.

K2 is important to transport of calcium to bones, but most people are low in
it.

Could the calcium being hyperaccumulating in these "white clots" also?

If so, maybe the process is sort of like bone formation inside the vascular
system?
△ ▽

Truthseeker  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Jay Jay

Are you kidding? Circulation stops at death. From that point on,
decomposition begins. This is not seen in un vaxx ed people. Their blood
clots normally, with all elements equally distributed throughout the vascular
system.
 2△ ▽

Jay Jay  • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Truthseeker

Durrrr! Are you kidding?? You have no reading comprehension, I said
"after death and circulation stops! Fact is most peoples brains are still
active 10 minutes after death it takes several hours for cellular activity
to cease from lack of oxygen as some oxygen can be obtained from
the air around us. That is when the muscles begin stiffening known as
rigor mortis. Decomposition usually doesn't start, until we die at the
cellular level, depending on temperature for up to 4 hours. Elementary
Watson!
△ ▽

Harry Skip Robinson • 10 days ago

• Reply •

As a former draftee I was inoculated not only in my childhood, but also numerous
unknown vaccines before going overseas to Korea in 1973. They have been injecting
pathogens in us throughout our entire lives so God only knows how the mRNA
inoculations are affecting all these foreign substances that our body has been able
to allegedly neutralize. Vaccines shedding, I now believe, is the primary means of
spreading the various pathogens that have been created in the biolabs. What gave
me ones of the pieces of the puzzle was the the study showing a high correlation of
worldwide deaths from Covid-19 among those who had taken the previous years flu
vaccines. I bet my bottom dollar they had the 2015 coronavirus pathogens, that had
also been created in labs, in them. It's my theory, people are spreading them by
normal excreting/perspirations from their skin. I don't know about you, but I saw
very few people coughing or sneezing and thus why masking did nothing to slow the
spread. It would have been interesting to have really done thorough examinations of
how the vaccines are being spread and have affected our health given the facts now
known that unvaxxed children are now being found to be healthier then the vaxxed.
For the Fasci, it is all about selling vaccines and drugs to the governments and why
they push for socialized medicine. IMHO, they have been criminally negligent in the
study and use of various less costly alternative cures to the various natural
pathogens that attack our systems. The big money is in costly synthetic drugs that
only mask the symptoms caused in many cases by the very vaccines they are selling
the taxpayers. Talk about a racket.
 5△ ▽

Boutros • 10 days ago

• Reply •

With one exception (other than myself), my entire extended family took the jab, and
there is a lot of education among them. Pre-dumbing down education for a lot of
them. On my wife's, far less educated side, none. All knew better.

 14△ ▽

anagdul  • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Boutros

I don't think it's a question of Smart vs. Dumb, but rather the source of one's
education. Life will teach you far more about living than any University ever
could. Having recently retired from a 30+ year career in Building
Maintenance, I can say that I have provided solutions to problems for CEOs,
teachers, students, and everyone in between that had nothing to do with
building maintenance, but simple common sense. There is much truth to the
old axiom, "When the only solution you have is a hammer, you tend to treat
every problem like a nail", and IMHO the higher your education, the more
specialized that "hammer" becomes. Throughout my career, I've had to carry
around an entire shop full of different tools in my head.
As a general rule, I do not vaccinate. I'm not an "Anti-Vaxxer" per se, but it
must be acknowledged that *ALL* vaccines, even the ones we've been using
safely for the past 60 years, have an extremely profound effect on the Natural
Immune System and can compromise it at least temporarily. This calls for
adherence the very first rule we follow in Building Maintenance: "If it ain't
broke, DON'T MESS WITH IT!".

 14△ ▽

Anon  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> anagdul

Being anti-vaxxer is legit and why are you still afraid of it. I am an
unapologetic anti-vaxxer because I am not a retard!
 1△ ▽

anagdul  • 9 days ago

see more

• Reply •

> Anon

There's nothing stupid about being an Anti-Vaxxer! The Amish
never take vaccines, and the whole Covid Pandemic didn't
affect them a bit! I do remember back in the early '80s when
Polio hit the Amish community in Pennsylvania because I was
there at the time. People were coming in from as far as
Wisconsin because they heard on the news that hundreds of
Amish were dead or dying from Polio. In reality, one young girl
died from the disease, and two others got sick and recovered
from it - THAT was the entire outbreak.
Lesson 1: The MSM has been lying to us for much longer than
just the past few years...
I hesitate to label myself an "Anti Vaxxer" simply because there
is honest Science behind vaccination, but things have changed
a lot since Louis Pasteur discovered the vaccine for Rabies,
Edward Jenner developed the vaccine for Smallpox, and Jonas
Salk made the first Polio vaccine. In their effort to generate
BILLIONS of dollars in BIG profits, Big Pharma has decided to
convince our entire population that we need to be vaccinated
for whatever viral disease they can dream up, and that simply

△ ▽

Tuco Benedicto Pacifico......  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Anon

More projection
△ ▽

Jaye  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Boutros

The academics are the most ignorant. They are also the ones pushing the
WEF agenda. Indoctrinated for years

 12△ ▽

sarah  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Jaye

Jaye: Many academics are nothing more than educated idiots.
 6△ ▽

Dan Clark  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Boutros

Yes us dumber people seem to be smarter when it comes to trusting our
governments
 6△ ▽

Tuco Benedicto Pacifico......  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Dan Clark

I think some people are born with a bias toward critical thought, some
are not. Some people have read historical accounts of Democide,
some have not. Personally, I will initially trust any person until and if
shown that was an error. Conversely, I distrust any governmental entity
or organization until and if shown that was an error. On another topic, I
believe "shedding" is extremely unlikely regarding the experimental
injections given that Traitor Joe and his ilk were so hell bent on
everyone getting injected.
△ ▽

AlphaLady777  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Dan Clark

"All governments lie." I. F. Stone.
 2△ ▽

Joe Cool  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Boutros

A lot (most?) of people are either one of two: book smart or street smart. A
very small amount are both. I had a cousin who was both. He was the
smartest man I know. He taught me a lot about a lot. I'll take street smart
every time.
 4△ ▽

Anon  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Joe Cool

I am lucky to be both.
 1△ ▽

Joe Cool  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Anon

I thought so.
△ ▽

Boutros  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Joe Cool

I am very book smart. Degrees in mathematics, physics, and
biochemistry. I had no street smarts until some experiences in my 30s
imparted some. I saw through this scam from the very beginning.
Didn't mask, get tested, or get jabbed. My health remains excellent.

 15△ ▽

Boutros  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Joe Cool

Reminds me of the description of the Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers:
Phineas: Book smart
Franklin: Street smart.
Fat Freddy: Not smart.
 1△ ▽

Joe Cool  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Boutros

Ya, lotta Freddys.
 1△ ▽

Tony Ann • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Amazing! We have these incredible results, all caused by known substance, from
known manufacturers, which boils down to wrongdoing on an epic scale. With all
this 'proof' available, there is no government enquiry from any authority worldwide,
there are no arrests, all there is, is a veil of secrecy and a deafening silence. Stinks to
high heaven.
 8△ ▽

Itsaboutchoice  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Tony Ann

It's WEF depopulation.
 1△ ▽

frankfan42 • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Wasn't it moderna who dubbed their "Jab" an "Operating system?" By definition an
operating system needs a system to act upon.
 8△ ▽

Joe Cool  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> frankfan42

Do you remember on this site more than 6 mos ago there was a female
doctor who examined the contents of several vials of vax and found a fresh
water parasite in each sample as well as something that seemed to assemble
itself and made a gelatinous substance? Carrie Madjit, or something similar.
In the article she said after examining them, she started crying. I could find
the link, but when I tried to post it here a couple of times, it was deleted every
time. But she literally saw that operating system in action.
 3△ ▽

Itsaboutchoice  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Joe Cool

disgust - deletes posts with links, they don't want people sharing
information.
 2△ ▽

frankfan42  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Joe Cool

Joe, I remember that well, and you are correct. That was Dr Madej, the
same one recovering from the airplane crash as we speak. She
actually said it seemed to have an "Intelligence" to it. I'm SO glad I
was able to avoid the "Jab!"
 2△ ▽

Flea Tactical • 10 days ago

• Reply •

This would be a far better analysis if you compared apples to apples, namely
comparing a post-vaccine clot to a "normally" occurring clot. Yes, the latter would
be harder to find, but not impossible.

Likewise, how does the live blood of a vaccinated person compare to that of an
unvaccinated person?

Such comparisons would carry more validity with them to this otherwise excellent
analysis of unfortunately marginally-related components.
 3△ ▽

smoof  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Flea Tactical

Not really. A normal blood clot is hemoglobin, fibrin, and platelets. The
structure is clearly not hemoglobin, nor platelets, just based on consistency.
It could have been fibrin, however the break down has far too many elements
in it to be fibrin. Fibrin only contains carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen,
and in a fixed ratio. Mike compared it to the only thing he had access to,
blood. What he found is that the thing is composed of multiple elements that
can be in blood, but which are not used by the body when it creates clotting
agents. It is hard to judge how the blood sample and structure sample relate
to each other, given we do not have the blood of the structure's host as well,
but if more samples can be analyzed and along with more blood samples, we
can get a better idea what it is, however, it is clearly not a blood clot nor just
fibrin, and that is clear from its chemical composition alone, not even
comparing it to the blood sample. Fibrin does not contain anything but
carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxygen. Fwiw I believe it is a hydrogel.
These do harvest their components directly from the blood or other medium
and can be quite complex.
 1△ ▽

Peter789 - Stop election fraud  • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Flea Tactical

This was my thought while reading the article. I was expecting to read a
comparison of blood clots vs. vaxxine blood clots. Maybe the composition of
real blood clots is the same as blood? If so, it would have been nice if the
article mentioned that.
 1△ ▽

noakesr8 • 10 days ago

• Reply •

The good news is, a Mortician will take these clots out of your body - the bad news
is, well, you know, you have to be dead first!!
 4△ ▽

Fr. David Telemond • 10 days ago

• Reply •

From this report I am 100% convinced that this is a preliminary stage in creating a
Neuroprocessor/Memory Chip. The ultimate goal is to hybridize humans into
Cybernetic organisms or Cyborgs. I have no idea what else this could be except
what I have just proposed.

 10△ ▽

Peter789 - Stop election fraud  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Fr. David Telemond

Bill Gates is working on getting everyone's body their own I.P. address. So
that fits nicely with your theory.
 2△ ▽

Rich  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Fr. David Telemond

I have thought that from the very beginning
 1△ ▽

MissHellKitten • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Strange. My comment from earlier dissappeared. Look up morgellons. Its caused by
a parasite. Look at the images of the fibers. They look very similar to the fiber thats
coming from that one clot.
 5△ ▽

john  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> MissHellKitten

My brother-in-law was recently diagnosed with morgellons and I came to the
comment section specifically looking for comments about this. My brother-in-
law's jabbed
△ ▽

Harry Skip Robinson  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> MissHellKitten

Morgellons are alleged linked to chronic fatigue which some Doctors believe
is caused by the polio vaccines. Symptoms are multicolor fibers appearing
underneath the skin but some think it's psychosomatic. As a former draftee I
was inoculated not only in my childhood, but also numerous unknown
vaccines before going overseas to Korea in 1973. They have been injecting
pathogens in us throughout our entire lives so God only know how the mRNA
is affecting all these foreign substances that our body has been able to
allegedly neutralize. Vaccines shedding, I now believe, is the primary means
of spreading the various pathogens that have been created in the biolabs.
What gave me ones of the pieces of the puzzle was the the study showing a
high correlation of worldwide deaths from Covid-19 among those who had
taken the previous years flu vaccines. I bet my bottom dollar they had the
2015 coronavirus pathogens, that had also created in labs, in them. It's my
theory, people are spreading them by normal excreting/perspirations from
their skin. I don't know about you, but I saw very few people coughing or
sneezing and thus why masking did nothing to slow the spread. It would have
been interesting to have really done thorough examinations of how the
vaccines are being spread and have affected our health given the facts now
known that unvaxxed children are now being found to be healthier then the
vaxxed. For the Fasci, it is all about selling vaccines and drugs to the
governments and why they push for socialized medicine. IMHO, they have
been criminally negligent in the study and use of various less costly
alternative cures to the various natural pathogens that attack our systems.
The big money is in costly synthetic drugs that only mask the symptoms
caused in many cases by the very vaccines they are selling the taxpayers.
Talk about a racket.
 1△ ▽

Itsaboutchoice  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Harry Skip Robinson

It's not just money.
The WEF wants mass depopulation and to be able to control those
who happen to survive.
 1△ ▽

Tony Cooke • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Suggest that you have elemental carbon, sulphur and nitrogen analyses done on
these structures. This will indicate whether or not they are protein in nature.
 3△ ▽

sixpack • 10 days ago

• Reply •

the part of the clot that resembles a hair, reminds me of a nerve with an intact myelin
sheath.
 2△ ▽

chris • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Thank you for posting these results!! That blood was presumably dried out for the
MS?
It is very pity that the methodology is not delivering the
N(nitrogen),O(oxygen),C(carbon) contents, which could quantify how much protein,
graphene is in these samples. Just from the 5x stronger P (phosphorous) signal, one
can speculate about the much higher presence of genetic material (RNA or DNA) in
these clots.
 2△ ▽

wabbit • 10 days ago

• Reply •

Thanks, Mike. The bigger question is what breaks them down and transports them
out of the system? How about an analysis of protein, fat, carb content and which
enzymes - pancreatic, bromelain, serrapeptase, lumbrokinase, nattokinase, etc.
break it down.
 3△ ▽

c_chandler  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> wabbit

ivermectin maybe
 1△ ▽

jerry wrider  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> c_chandler

I would think that E D T A or perhaps other detox methods like Zeolite
might also be of help. That is before one expires.
 1△ ▽

Deirdre I Hobson  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> wabbit

An analysis of which ENZYMES break -down, this man-made ?? -PLEASE!!!!

As a victim of Fauci Lab HIV/XMRV in the late 1980s' I remember when doing
my Research (Drs did not know what to do and are still ignorant) that I read
the number of people who have ALUMINIUM lodged in their brains was
established then, and was increasing.

Your comments here Mike, about Aluminium being used in electrical "areas"
instead of copper, has much added meaning now with these self-assembling
?? in the human body. And the Covid Jab crossing the blood/brain barrier.

Do correct me if I am wrong in this assumption - I am NOT a Scientist.
 1△ ▽

mikeA • 11 days ago

Another thought on what it is too(!). They do look a little bit like a runaway nervous
system in deleopment. Do a chemical comparison against a strand of nerves pulled
out of the same corpse. And research this - "induced pluripotent stem cells (ips)".
Cells can be converted into stem cells. The mechanism I think looks a little bit like
the reverse transcription of mRNA. They make these ips stem cells in the lab using
retrovirus vectors to deliver some sort of DNA altering something to the target cells.
Maybe some cells are inadvertantly getting converted into thee ipc stem cells by the
mRNA, and they just start spewing out a franenstein strand of nerves inside the
bloodstream! Sounds far fetched, but it's another way of explaining this continuous
growth from out of nowhere.
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• Reply •△ ▽

mikeA • 11 days ago • edited

• Reply •

It's obvious, it's lymph fluid that's been congealed or somehow reacted upon. You
need to do the chemical comparison to lymph fluid from the same body/corpse. The
lymph fluid contains a hodge-podge of cell waste and proteins and other stuff
collected from the intercellular areas of the body, and ultimately dumped into the
bloodstream just before the return path to the heart. That's the feedstock for these
clots. And it's the only explanation for how they keep growing to these incredible
sizes. Some lymph fluid also gets drawn into the bloodstream throughout the body
in a reverse-osmosis fashion too. (Review Khan Academy MCAT review videos on
the lymph system to review the structure and flow of the lymph system.)
 4△ ▽

Sky • 11 days ago

• Reply •
What happens to these structures under 5g?
 6△ ▽

Boutros  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Sky

Polymerization.
 1△ ▽

Maggi • 11 days ago

• Reply •
I think the two tables are the same?
△ ▽

Giampaolo Fabbrichesi • 11 days ago

• Reply •

I think it would be helpful to have a lab comparison also between these non-blood
clots and normal blod clots.
 4△ ▽

VolvoGuy • 11 days ago • edited

• Reply •

It started as a Bat Virus. But came to be an I.Q. Test.

So many have/will Fail = Dead.
 7△ ▽

Itsaboutchoice  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> VolvoGuy

and when it's in all the factory food you eat found in the grocery stores made
by mega-corporations? Will you pass the I.Q. test and know which foods to
eat or not eat?
△ ▽

aPEON • 11 days ago

• Reply •

I appeciate very much your expertise, and willingness to be accurate, and share
data with us...Thank You.
 3△ ▽

Pauline Maurer Larson • 11 days ago • edited

• Reply •
Thank you for your research.
 4△ ▽

peace keeper • 11 days ago

• Reply •

So is it your belief the vaccine is contaminated or the mRNA itself is telling the body
to produce these structures, either through coding errors or intentionally.
 1△ ▽

disqus_z5qhNAZTdk • 11 days ago

• Reply •

Is this a true comparison? It should be clots to clots not blood to clot. Get a clot
sample, not just blood, from a non vaxxed source and compare. Also... we already
know that the vaxxed clots they are pulling out are not "blood" clots... there are
several podcasts by drs in the forefront who said it makes perfect sense that they
are not blood but platelets, due to the mechanisms induced by the mrna.
 2△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

Tuco Benedicto Pacifico......  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Guest

Stephen king is a Woke Joke
△ ▽

Jim • 11 days ago

• Reply •
Is there a comparison with normal, non-vaccine clots as well as with blood?
 3△ ▽

Jim • 11 days ago

• Reply •

Is it helpful to also do a comparison of the vaccine clot with a non-vaccine clot. How
is the normal, non-vaccine clot similar / different to blood, and similar / different to
the vaccine clot?
 3△ ▽

Moni • 11 days ago

• Reply •

Will there be an analysis of blood of a person that is deceased but without the shot
for the sake of comparison? I would think that would give a reasonable comparison
of blood from deceased persons.
 2△ ▽

Deirdre I Hobson  • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Moni

Maybe Dr RYAN COLE (private PATHOLOGIST) has answers?

And Dr Carrie MADEJ has been at the forefront in these clot shots and
analysis. She was in a small plane that crashed recently. And has been a
guest on Mikes site.
 1△ ▽

Jack Provow • 11 days ago

• Reply •
What would happen if a electrical charge was applied to the circuit?
 3△ ▽

Sky  • 11 days ago

• Reply •

> Jack Provow

Yeah, just asked the same. If activated would the host cease to exist
 2△ ▽

Jack Provow • 11 days ago

• Reply •
What would happen if a elertonic charge was applied to the circuit?
 1△ ▽

morganlefey • 11 days ago • edited

• Reply •

what is powerful about these unique findings is what they don’t measure ie
CARBON ... i think these unnatural clots could be composed of some kind of
graphene derivative, and the finding of abnormal concentrations of various metals is
of secondary importance
 3△ ▽

Richard Wilson • 11 days ago

• Reply •

Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! Mike Adams, I was always a true believer that
you would pull it off one day! Man it's been a long two years reading all your
alarmingly informative and shockingly revelatory articles. Week after week I've been
here right beside you(Canadian, eh!) slugging it out, defending health, life and liberty
for the masses! Thank you, you beacon of hope for humanity, for finally getting rid of
the black box and e-mail sign-up pop-up window which blocked half the page of
each and every single article! I tip my hat to you, good sir! Bravo Mike, Bravo!

👏👏👏

 4△ ▽

Vojtech • 11 days ago

• Reply •

Are these aluminium formaldehyde embalming fluid clots? Embalming fluid is often
stored in tin accounting for both the aluminium and the tin content of these clots.
Blood is usually drained before embalming, also explaining the lack of iron.
 2△ ▽

Kim Clark  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Vojtech

Hopefully they didn't do any of that before they gave Mike the clots.
△ ▽

lavista4u • 11 days ago

see more

• Reply •

I have done extensive research on TIN element while reading Alien Tech. The Aliens
Ruling Earth like Annunaki's, Greys, Dracos are million of years ahead of even the
most conspiracy inspired science nut on earth.

I'm blown away from this info that, your body creates the highest TIN when you get
the Shot. The answer is WHY? let me explain.

TIN has the highest number of Isotopes out of all element which is 10. It has the
most incredibly complex structure in Crystal Diamond Cubic aka Angelic Beings with
Wings Structure. Only three element has it. Without TIN element, No computer chips
creation is possible. ASML in holland creates this complex chips but uses TIN as a
core. Also, TIN element number 50 is a magical number.

Not many know but TIN is a perfect substitute for our Silicon based Chips. Infact
Aliens Prefer TIN based Electronic Chips than silicon based Chips we slaves were
given.

You can Google Opto-electronics which is based on TIN Chips aka NOW BE READY
TO BE BLOWN AWAY. You don't need Electricity to run your computers, mobile
when based on TIN. It can get its energy/power from Photons, Pure Light around the

 4△ ▽

Peter789 - Stop election fraud  • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> lavista4u

"...but Those who Survive this Shot would be the most dangerous Cybernetic
Organisms on Earth...."
Why? What makes you say they would be "dangerous"?
△ ▽

lavista4u  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Peter789 - Stop election fraud

because they would be connected to the Hive Mind AI. they will
appear human but would be part of AI. For example, if your gf
becomes cyborg due to vaccine, and you are going steady for five
years and suddenly she gets instructed by AI to terminate you, she
would do it in a second.

AI instruction would over ride LOVE.

I have been in Science the real Alien science for over two decades
now. The tech used in Vaccines is millions of years ahead of what we
know as science. I can write a lot more but it would be so far ahead, it
would sound mambo jambo.

Even now, people on earth will not believe about TIN Micro Chips
which do not need Electricity nor Lithium battery. We are still being
brainwashed into Silicon Chips and Free Energy when you do not even
need Free Energy Device, your body can create Photons to make you
live you for ever, we just need certain chemicals to turn that Immortal
Gene on called VMAT1/2 You can google it, its called God Genes
△ ▽

battled1  • 11 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> lavista4u

Hey, at this point, I'm convinced that anything is possible. Something besides
"immunity" is definitely working on these vaccine recipients!!.. 
I don't understand the pronounced personality changes for some. People I've
known for years are now suddenly easily angered, mean-spirited-- but only
sometimes! --with no outward pattern, rhyme, or reason??..And they seem to
have no self-awareness of this behavioral transformation!.. Who's running this
show?!.. I fear it's not entirely "them," any longer!!...So weird!..
 1△ ▽

Yes I said it.  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> battled1

I moved to a new city at the end of 2020. I have a neighbor who is a
nurse and she's a nice woman and we hit it off immediately, but I
definitely saw changes in her since the jabs. Very forgetful, lots of free
floating anxiety and a little paranoia. She tells me I was smart to not
get vaxxed. She knows she's different than she was. And yet, when I
had COVID a couple of weeks ago, she was afraid to come near me
even with a mask on. Great for a nurse, eh?
 5△ ▽

Vojtech HLINKA • 11 days ago

• Reply •

How do we know this is not embalming fluid? Aluminium formaldehyde stored in a
tin can. Used after the blood is drained from the body so most of the results will
come up for the tin and aluminium coming from the embalming fluid.
 1△  ▽ 1

sixpack  • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Vojtech HLINKA

then why didn't this phenomenon show up BEFORE THE CLOT SHOTS? It
would have to be common knowledge to all embalmers... but it isn't. They've
never seen it before.
 6△ ▽

John Doe • 11 days ago

• Reply •

When I was born at during the baby boom era 68 years ago, there were 10,000
babies being born each day. Now 10,000 people are dying each day.... hmmm
 5△ ▽

Joe Cool  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> John Doe

During the Obama reign of terror I read something online that stated the white
race was the only race decreasing in number (birth : death). Any source can
state anything, and skew their stats to convince. But, I'd noticed the war on
whites for a long time previously, so that info didn't surprise me. During his
"reign" I remember the HPV vax push, which seemed to concentrate on here
and Sweden. Two white majority countries, of course. I knew that was a bio
infertility weapon.
 2△ ▽

lee99  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Joe Cool

Who do you think is running the show? It isn't joe...
 2△ ▽

me too • 11 days ago

• Reply •
do these clots show up in routine blood draws? do they show up in hemodialysis?
△ ▽

Kim Clark  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> me too

I have heard comments from people on other platforms of seeing vaxxed
people with cuts and how the blood is not flowing out normally and is really
thick, but I suppose it's still speculation overall at this point.
△ ▽

sixpack  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> me too

I think they would be far too large to be drawn through a needle, and since
they don't appear to be floating along in the blood, hemodialysis may not
encounter them either.
△ ▽

Giampaolo Fabbrichesi  • 11 days ago

• Reply •

> me too

During hemodialysis clotting is being controlled with anticoagulants such
heparin, due to the external circuit. However no visible clotting difference has
been noticed. By a dialysis tech.
 2△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

Deirdre I Hobson  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Guest

And I have read that in the USA Drs are accepting donations of bodies for
ORGAN TRANSPLANTS. ????
△ ▽

madtxn  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Deirdre I Hobson

and blood donations. the whole system will be "contaminated". and
we worried about HIV..
 2△ ▽

anybuddy • 11 days ago

• Reply •

Thank you Mike Adams and your team for going above and beyond what many are
not able to do. I hope many, many more will join you in the search for truth.

 23△ ▽

Craig Silver • 11 days ago

• Reply •
Great job Mike, thanks for helping humanity!

 10△ ▽

Simone • 11 days ago

• Reply •
Even Frankenstein had more pure blood than these new monsters
 6△ ▽

BS • 11 days ago

• Reply •

One must think about the 5G effect re self assembly of these semi-metallic clots. I
will be following this closely as more research is done by non-nwo affiliated labs
around the world.

 20△ ▽

Deirdre I Hobson  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> BS

A reputable Spanish Lab made videos last year about this problem. Sorry
cannot remember the name of the Lab.
 2△ ▽

CassandraSmoke  • 11 days ago

• Reply •

> BS

Almost like they're trying to make humans part of the system.
 3△ ▽

battled1  • 11 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> CassandraSmoke

I notice that the AI crap is quietly becoming more creepy and much
more integrated & pervasive, too. In your average day, you now might
encounter multiple biometric scanners, PCR codes, etc.!!
 3△ ▽

Deirdre I Hobson  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> battled1

What about the QR Code which is being pushed hard now,
seems to be on many shop windows, tourist sites, and much
more

QR Code - the CENTRALISED (World) COMPUTER personal
IDENTIFICATION Number
 3△ ▽

c_chandler  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Deirdre I Hobson

the black goo found just after the jab produced a QR code
△ ▽

TheAmericanPeople • 11 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Whenever the consumers of the false narratives, parrots of fakenews, claim they
believe in “the science,” we’ll let them know that they are in fact the science-deniers,
and if they want to see the science, this is available for them to watch and it is “the
science.”

Pfizer and the other pharm manufacturers making “vaccines,” refusing to
acknowledge the mass deaths and unprecidented severe adverse reactions, such as
all the heart and circulation problems, blood clots, strokes, facial paralisis, violent
uncontrollable shaking, ect., and their shameless guilt in all of it, isn’t science,, it’s
organized crime, that being the mildest way to describe it.

 20△ ▽

Go-Bo Bo  • 11 days ago

• Reply •

> TheAmericanPeople

ALERT! COVID-19 Monkey Pox is Genital Gangrene
Wednesday, August 17, 2022 19:52
 3△ ▽

spidy • 11 days ago

• Reply •
They don’t call it the clot shot for nothing!

 11△ ▽

David • 11 days ago

• Reply •

Shouldn't we also compare this to clots in nonvaccinated people who didn't have
covid since a human blood clot does contain proteins (fibrin etc) & some other
substances that are not in whole blood in same amounts.
 7△ ▽

Theophile  • 11 days ago

• Reply •

> David

Pretty sure they have, which is why these are novel clots.
△ ▽

disqus_z5qhNAZTdk  • 11 days ago

• Reply •

> David

Exactly my thoughts... plus "the docs", or some of the ones in the forefront
have already discussed this and said they believe they are platelet clots due
to the characteristics of the vax.
△ ▽

Oh Happy Day  • 11 days ago

• Reply •

> David

What???
△ ▽

Sith Lord • 11 days ago

• Reply •

Thanks for sharing your research Mike.

Pure blood for life.
 15△ ▽

madtxn  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Sith Lord

i am also, however if "shedding" is factual, eventually we will all be "infected".
 2△ ▽

Sgt.Rock  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> madtxn

Shedding can't be controlled.
Everything they do is about control.
 1△ ▽

Rose Johnson • 11 days ago

• Reply •
Thanks for all your hard work.
 6△ ▽

Anonymous • 11 days ago

• Reply •

I hope the family of this deceased person is filing suit against Pfizer and the CDC.
Immunity only works if they didn't perpetrate a crime in the process. Considering
that there was collusion, censorship, and now toxic/harmful components in the
vaccines that caused death, I think you have a strong basis for proving criminal harm
and intent.

 14△ ▽

Sgt.Rock  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Anonymous

No people will find justice on the just us system we have today.
 1△ ▽

Deirdre I Hobson  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Anonymous

Dr Reiner Fuellmich and his Network should surely find this most helpful, as
long as there is an International Court to follow through, or maybe a number
of said Courts shall be required.
 1△ ▽

Wes Welk • 11 days ago

• Reply •
looks like ginseng root to me
 1△ ▽

Jimbeau • 11 days ago

• Reply •

Amazing results here. It's almost like the cell DNA itself is 'calling' for these
assemblies to form.
 4△ ▽

Honey Bee • 11 days ago

• Reply •
Wow, unbelievable what they’re doing to kill people

 14△ ▽

Sgt.Rock • 11 days ago

• Reply •

Still think the virus is the bioweapon?
The Trump Juice death clot jab is the real bioweapon, and thanks to Operation Warp
Speed.

I am guessing that this comment will be censored, like it would be on Brighton.
 7△ ▽

sixpack  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Sgt.Rock

there's no sense in censoring shear political bias and ignorance.
 1△  ▽ 1

Sgt.Rock  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> sixpack

That is not an argument that refutes my factual assertion.

Try harder at not acting like a libtard.
 1△ ▽

sixpack  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Sgt.Rock

what makes you think big pharma didn't lie to Trump, then roll out their death
shot, knowing full well who would be blamed?
 7△  ▽ 1

Sgt.Rock  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> sixpack

They lied to all of us, and yet somehow all those labeled as "vaccine
deniers" were smart enough to see through the lies.

So much for the stable genius, playing 4D chess, with a plan. Guess
he was too busy pushing the jab for Big Pharma to see anything other
than $ signs.

And most certainly doesn't explain why he still claims the death clot
jab is his greatest achievement.
 4△ ▽

madtxn  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> sixpack

i would agree, as he got screwed every way possible, but he still
defends the jab.
 3△ ▽
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aPEON  • 11 days ago

• Reply •

> Sgt.Rock

So, Fauci, his female assistant, CDC, FDA, and dozens of billionaires had
nothing to do with it.

SGt.Rock, are you with Biden ?
 5△ ▽

Sgt.Rock  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> aPEON

Never said they didn't have anything to do with it. However they
weren't POTUS, and they didn't authorize military Operation Warp
Speed.

Just because I call out Trump for being a loser , doesn't mean by
default I support the other banker boss puppet. Brandon just doesn't
act as well.

You are obviously trapped by the government corporation contrived
paradigm / false binary of left vs right, that is used to implement a
divide and conquer strategy.

Two doors that lead to the same slaughterhouse.
Two wings of the same predator bird.

Voting for the lesser of two evils, is still evil.
 3△  ▽ 2

Sgt.Rock  • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Sgt.Rock

Down vote does not refute the facts stated.
Try harder at making a real argument, if you can.
 1△ ▽

aPEON  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Sgt.Rock

And hiding behind the CowardlyBlueFaceof Anonymitey.
△  ▽ 1

Sgt.Rock  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> aPEON

So because I value my privacy, that means by default I am
hiding something? What are you, FBI? Tyrant in training?

Also that is deflection and not an argument that refutes the
factual assertion.

Keep trying.
 1△ ▽

aPEON  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Sgt.Rock

kVoting yourself UUP,,,hahahahahahahaha
△  ▽ 1

Sgt.Rock  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> aPEON

System allows it, so if you don't like it, complain to Disqus.

Not my problem that you don't like yourself.

Also more deflecting and not an argument.

Keep trying.
 1△ ▽

aPEON  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Sgt.Rock

No, Not trapped by paradigms....have been independent
thinking since before I campaigned for Barry Goldwater in
1964.

And I do not take flat out statements as true, like the one you
used above.
Your other responses also strongly indicate that if anything
does not fit YOUR 'Paradigm" it is unquestionably untrue.

To get our counry back we need Smart people who know how
to think.
△  ▽ 1

Sgt.Rock  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> aPEON

Except your response, assuming I support Brandon, clearly and
unequivocally says otherwise.

Didn't say you have to take it as true.
However all you are doing is deflecting because you have no
argument.

I didn't state anything is "my paradigm", so that is just made up
BS.

If you think we can take our country back with this obvious
corrupt political system, then you don't qualify as smart.

Keep trying.
 1△ ▽

cicero66  • 11 days ago

• Reply •

> Sgt.Rock

Dr Birx recently admitted that Trump's medical advisory team lied to him all of
the time. Trump is not a medical specialist. I lay the bold-faced lies at the
doors of Birx, CDC, and Fauci.

 10△  ▽ 1

Sgt.Rock  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> cicero66

They lied to all of us, and yet somehow all those labeled as "vaccine
deniers" were smart enough to see through the lies.

So much for the stable genius, playing 4D chess, with a plan. Guess
he was too busy pushing the jab for Big Pharma to see anything other
than $ signs.
 1△ ▽

alan serjeant  • 11 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Sgt.Rock

Trump could not possibly create a vaccine. Don't use such stupid inflamatory
language. Grow up in other words. Does your handle describe whats
between your ears ?
 3△  ▽ 1

Sgt.Rock  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> alan serjeant

Then why does Trump claim that the death clot jab is his greatest
achievement, as he kisses J&J's behind?

Didn't say he created the jab, I said military Operation Warp Speed,
that he authorized, created the death clot jab.

Try a little harder at reading comprehension and let go of the cult of
personality.
 3△ ▽

Mukuro Obscuro  • 11 days ago

• Reply •

> Sgt.Rock

Both of them are.
△  ▽ 1

Sgt.Rock  • 10 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Mukuro Obscuro

Except there are no presentable virus isolates that prove it is a unique
strain, and the gnome they claim to have is a computer extrapolated
model generated from other computer extrapolated models.

The only boogie man is the government corporation and Big Pharma
that sponsors the MK-ULTRA, Operation Mockingbird, MSM,
conducting a fear porn propaganda campaign.

Read or learn about the book "Poison Needle" by Eleanor McBean.

Good luck.
 2△ ▽

VolvoGuy • 11 days ago

• Reply •

It's difficult to read all of this, so I read most. Don't get their "vaccine," as I haven't.
A major depopulation plan was created, and it seems that many, many people will
die, as they have.
It started out as a Virus, that became an I.Q. test.
 9△ ▽

RM  • 11 days ago

• Reply •

> VolvoGuy

A lot of smart people took it. It's more of a how much do you blindly trust the
system test. Not everyone got the memo on Big Pharma before this event.
 4△ ▽

sixpack  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> RM

the information has always been there, for those who cared to look at
it.
 3△ ▽

battled1  • 11 days ago

• Reply •

> RM

So true!!.. I see one division being the faithful vs. hardcore atheists,
which transcends any measure of intelligence... I just keep seeing that
pattern.. But, we'll never really know because we mortals can't
effectively judge another man's internal heart or soul.
 1△ ▽

Barakuda Barakuda • 11 days ago

• Reply •

ATTENTION ALL PEOPLE OF ALL THE WORLD !!!
This is the end of humanity.!
https://www.bitchute.com/vi...
Show for all!
△ ▽

Montoya, Richard James • 11 days ago

• Reply •
PEDO JOE GOTTA GO AND BOYCOTT DISNEY INTO BANKRUPTCY
 6△ ▽

Montoya, Richard James • 11 days ago

• Reply •

This is not an experimental drug. It is functioning exactly as it was meant to. They
told us all they were going to depopulate the earth. I believed them. So no vaxxes
for me.

 24△ ▽

sixpack  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> Montoya, Richard James

I pretty much do the exact opposite of what the medical professionals
recommend.
 3△ ▽

Boutros  • 10 days ago

• Reply •

> sixpack

There are exceptions. At 62, I feel 26 by following the lifestyle
recommendations of Dr. Neil Nedley. He doesn't push pills; he does
the opposite. He takes people off antidepressants and treats their
depression with diet, exercise, sunshine, fresh air, water, and regular
sleep hours. Gee, whoda thunk that would make people feel better? 
Type 2 diabetics have waddled into his clinic and walked out months
later with a spring in their step, lighter by 50 pounds and all the pill
bottles they arrived with.
 6△ ▽

Rocketman • 11 days ago

• Reply •
Doh! Maybe the covid caused it!
△  ▽ 8

alan serjeant  • 11 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Rocketman

Unvaccinated people who have had Covid are not dropping like flies.
But vaccinated people who have NOT had covid are among those who ARE. 
Doh!
 4△ ▽
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